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Description: 
BORDER & OVERLAP ADHESIVE is formulated 

decorative coatings and ensuring good adhesion is achieved when over

including blown vinyl; heavy duty textile wall

by brush or roller, ensuring a liberal covering is achieved up to and including all the edges and corners. Apply a 

faint pencil or chalk line on the surface to establish the horizontal level and then carefully apply the coated border 

up to the guide line. Smooth into position and remove any excess adhesive at once with a clean damp cloth.

product contains a fungicidal preservative.

 

 

Surface Preparation: 
Ensure the receiving surface is thoroughly clean 

and loose flaking old surface coatings. Check to see that any adjoining frames or structures are firmly braced and 

free from movement. Cover and seal any nail heads or screw fixings with an oil

and even surface.  

 
 

Application: 
Apply the adhesive liberally by brush or roller and always follow the covering manufacturers’ instructions which 

are specified for the Border roll being applied

OVERLAPPING SEAMS can be fixed with an even spread of adhesive applied onto the contact face of the receiving 

wall covering with the over-lapping piece then being smoothed down firmly with a hard roller, removing any 

squeezed out excess adhesive with a clean damp cloth as 

WALLPAPER REPAIRS can be made by first moistening the back of the vinyl or h

spread the BORDER & OVERLAP adhesive onto the expose wall and press the paper firmly back in place.
 
 

Storage & Packaging: 
BORDER & OVERLAP ADHESIVE is supplied in 0.5kg & 1.0kg tubs

if kept in dry, un-opened conditions away from frost or elevated temperatures (> 35’C). Consult the BORDER 

OVERLAP ADHESIVE material safety data s

specific technical information be required, contact the Palace Technical helpline on 0151 486 6101.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The information provided by this Technical data sheet is given in good 
guarantee, as conditions of use and workmanship involved are both beyond our control. All information supplied is subject to 
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FIXES ALL TYPES 

OF WALL-COVERING 

DRIES TO A CLEAR

BORDER & OVERLAP ADHESIVE is formulated for hanging rolled borders to most types of surface including existing 

decorative coatings and ensuring good adhesion is achieved when over-lapping wall-coverings need to be fixed 

including blown vinyl; heavy duty textile wall-coverings and polystyrene. The product is intend

by brush or roller, ensuring a liberal covering is achieved up to and including all the edges and corners. Apply a 

faint pencil or chalk line on the surface to establish the horizontal level and then carefully apply the coated border 

to the guide line. Smooth into position and remove any excess adhesive at once with a clean damp cloth.

product contains a fungicidal preservative. 

thoroughly clean dry and free of any grease or deleterious material, such as dust 

loose flaking old surface coatings. Check to see that any adjoining frames or structures are firmly braced and 

free from movement. Cover and seal any nail heads or screw fixings with an oil-based gloss paint

Apply the adhesive liberally by brush or roller and always follow the covering manufacturers’ instructions which 

are specified for the Border roll being applied: 
can be fixed with an even spread of adhesive applied onto the contact face of the receiving 

lapping piece then being smoothed down firmly with a hard roller, removing any 

squeezed out excess adhesive with a clean damp cloth as you go along the overlap. 

can be made by first moistening the back of the vinyl or heavy wallpaper, then liberally 

spread the BORDER & OVERLAP adhesive onto the expose wall and press the paper firmly back in place.

is supplied in 0.5kg & 1.0kg tubs and has a storage life of n

away from frost or elevated temperatures (> 35’C). Consult the BORDER 

material safety data sheet for advice on handling and safety procedures. Should further more 

specific technical information be required, contact the Palace Technical helpline on 0151 486 6101.

The information provided by this Technical data sheet is given in good faith and is to the best of our current knowledge true and accurate. However it is given without 
guarantee, as conditions of use and workmanship involved are both beyond our control. All information supplied is subject to the company’s terms and conditions

copies of which are available on request.  
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DRIES TO A CLEAR 

SECURE BOND 

borders to most types of surface including existing 

coverings need to be fixed 

coverings and polystyrene. The product is intended for application 

by brush or roller, ensuring a liberal covering is achieved up to and including all the edges and corners. Apply a 

faint pencil or chalk line on the surface to establish the horizontal level and then carefully apply the coated border 

to the guide line. Smooth into position and remove any excess adhesive at once with a clean damp cloth. This 

rious material, such as dust 

loose flaking old surface coatings. Check to see that any adjoining frames or structures are firmly braced and 

based gloss paint to ensure a level 

Apply the adhesive liberally by brush or roller and always follow the covering manufacturers’ instructions which 

can be fixed with an even spread of adhesive applied onto the contact face of the receiving 

lapping piece then being smoothed down firmly with a hard roller, removing any 

eavy wallpaper, then liberally 

spread the BORDER & OVERLAP adhesive onto the expose wall and press the paper firmly back in place. 

and has a storage life of not less than 12 months 

away from frost or elevated temperatures (> 35’C). Consult the BORDER 

heet for advice on handling and safety procedures. Should further more 

specific technical information be required, contact the Palace Technical helpline on 0151 486 6101. 

faith and is to the best of our current knowledge true and accurate. However it is given without 
the company’s terms and conditions of sale, 


